Our group tested three quality assessment functions in CASP8: a function which used only distance constraints derived from alignments (SAM-T08-MQAO), a function which added other single-model terms to the distance constraints (SAM-T08-MQAU), and a function which used both single-model and consensus terms (SAM-T08-MQAC).
Introduction
In CASP7 and CASP8, groups submitting QMode1 quality assessment predictions were asked to evaluate all protein structure predictions made by servers and assign a number between zero and one that predicts the quality as measured by GDT TS. [1, 2, 3] In a previous paper, we compare our quality assessment method to other methods performing well on the CASP7 data set; [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] in this paper we examine how our methods fared during the CASP8 experiment. There are two possible goals of quality assessment. First, metaservers need to choose among possible predictions to select the best structure or structures. Second, the chemists and biologists who ultimately use structure predictions need to know how much to trust a prediction.
For a metaserver, one is interested in selecting the best model(s) out of a pool of models for a given target amino acid sequence. Each target's structural predictions can be considered independently, and the ranking of the models is what matters, not the actual values assigned. This implies the use of a rank-based statistic like Spearman's ρ or Kendall's τ , except that we mainly care about the top-scoring models, as the detailed ranking of the models that are to be discarded is unimportant. We have previously defined a weighted version of Kendall's τ that we called τ α . [4] The measure is equivalent to Kendall's τ when α = 0, but as α becomes larger, more weight is shifted to the predicted best models.
Determining the trustworthiness of a model is a different problem, as we want to be able to evaluate single models independent of a pool of models. Furthermore, for users to be able to interpret the results, the predicted quality of models must be on a similar scale irrespective of the target sequence. An obvious method for measuring this is to compute the correlation between predicted and actual quality for all models and targets pooled together. Pearson's r is ideal for measuring linear correlation, but the metric, while still defined, often loses some of its intuitive statistical properties when the underlying data deviates dramatically from a bivariate normal. Consequently, a nonparametric measure may sometimes be appropriate; a high correlation from a rank-based measure at least suggests that some function is capable of transforming the predicted quality into something more linearly correlated with actual quality.
Not only do the two applications differ in how they should be evaluated, but they differ in what data they have available. For the metaserver application, we inherently have a pool of models, while for determining trustworthiness, we may have only a single model to work with. In either application, there may be additional information outside the model that can be used. For example, a metaserver may know the historical accuracy of different servers, and trustworthiness may be determined in part from the length and significance of alignments to templates that could have been used in creating a model.
For this paper, we look at the three functions we used for model quality assessment in CASP8: MQAO, MQAU, and MQAC. The first two are single-model evaluations that do not rely on having a pool of models, while the third includes a consensus term that predicts a model as being better if it is similar to other models in the pool. All three functions are anonymous, history-less methods, using only the models themselves, and not what servers created them nor how good the servers claimed the models to be.
One of the more disappointing results revealed at the CASP8 meeting is that nonconsensus functions are still substantially poorer than consensus functions at predicting the trustworthiness of a model.
Methods
When performing structure prediction, our lab uses Undertaker [9] to assemble alignments and fragments and to refine the resulting structures into more polished models. As part of this process Undertaker uses a cost function to rank structures. The cost function is a weighted sum of individual terms, each of which measures a feature that is (ideally) associated with better models. The terms measure consistency with neural-net-predicted local structure features; consistency with distance constraints derived from alignments or neural net predictions; deviations from physical reality, such as chain breaks or clashes; number and quality of hydrogen bonds; and many other features.
We submitted three sets of QMode1 predictions under three group names. The MQAO group used only distance constraints extracted from alignments to make quality predictions. [10] The MQAU group used Undertaker's cost function terms in addition to the alignment-based constraints. MQAC included simple consensus terms previously described by Qiu et al. [5] in addition to the alignment constraints and Undertaker cost function terms.
Cost Function Optimization
To set weights on individual cost function components, we used a greedy algorithm described previously. [4] The training set consisted of all CASP7 targets for which structures were available in PDB. [11] We also used the same set to do a sigmoidal fit of the cost function to GDT TS, and submitted the rescaled cost function values in CASP8. This rescaling does not affect the target rankings, but does increase the usefulness of the measure as an absolute trustworthiness predictor.
Consensus Terms
We did not develop new consensus methods, but included the median GDT TS and median TM-score terms described by Qiu et al. [5] in the optimization for the MQAC function. As implemented for CASP8, the median GDT TS was computed for each server model by computing GDT TS for it compared to each model that was labeled model 1 by a server and taking the median. This simple anonymous consensus function is surprisingly effective at identifying good models.
High/Low E-value Split
For the MQAU and MQAC functions, we divided the targets into two sets: those for which the SAM-T08-server found a template with low E-value, and those for which it did not. We did optimizations separately for the low E-value and high E-value targets of CASP7, and chose which function to use based on the E-value for the CASP8 target. In analysis after CASP8, it appears that this split was not worthwhile, and we would have done as well or better by using a single cost function trained on all the CASP7 targets (the τ 3 target correlation would have increased from 0.565 to 0.577). The supplementary material includes the weights and terms for both the high E-value and the low E-value cost functions for MQAC and MQAU. Figure 1 shows the distribution for GDT TS versus each of our three functions and the pure median GDT TS consensus method. These plots show how our functions perform as a trustworthiness measure. The supplementary material contains an identical figure for domains instead of targets which shows a greater spread, especially for multidomain models. Note that we compute GDT TS scores locally and are missing data for targets where the experimental structures have not yet been deposited in the PDB. [11] The function using only alignment constraints has a very large number of points near the minimum predicted GDT TS value: these are from models that lack C β atoms, which are needed for the constraints. If we had run the models with missing sidechains through SCWRL [12] before scoring them, our nonconsensus functions would have been capable of assigning a meaningful score to these models.
Results
The same set of models cause much of the left-hand cloud (low predicted GDT TS and high observed GDT TS) for the MQAU function, though the extra terms in the cost function help ameliorate the problem. Figure 2 shows how the τ α correlation value varies with α for each of the prediction functions. The target correlation plot shows that adding the undertaker cost function terms to the consensus functions does improve the ranking of models for a given target, particularly for the best-scoring models. The global correlation plot in Figure 2 shows that median GDT TS provides a better between-target ordering than our MQA functions, especially for the easier targets.
Because our MQA functions were optimized for within-target ranking, we were curious to see how they would have performed if used as a metaserver. Figure 3 compares how a metaserver given all the CASP8 servers as input would have performed compared to the best single server in the pool (the Zhang server [13] ). The nonconsensus MQAU function does poorer than just selecting the Zhang server, but the MQAC function with the consensus term appears to do slightly better in some cases.
Conclusions
Single-model model quality assessment is still not as effective as consensus-based techniques. Some small technical corrections could make a substantial improvement in the single-model functions. Had we used the latest version of Undertaker (which fixes some bugs in the cost functions), trained on all the SCWRL'ed CASP7 predictions, and made quality predictions with the SCWRL'ed CASP8 server predictions (to add C β atoms), the τ 3 target correlation would have increased from 0.565 to 0.590.
Simple anonymous consensus methods like median GDT TS still do surprisingly well, both at ranking models for a single target and for getting between-target rankings. Withintarget rankings can be improved by adding constraints from alignments and other terms to the cost functions. 
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Predicted GDT_TS Actual GDT_TS Figure 1 : Predicted and actual GDT TS scores for all targets and all servers. For each QA function, a plot shows GDT TS versus the predicted quality. Three of the plots are for submissions by groups MQAO, MQAU, and MQAC. Median GDT TS is the pure consensus term, which we did not submit to CASP8. On the consensus plots, the models we examined with a near-zero predicted GDT TS score but a high actual GDT score had file format issues such as an early TER record which likely prevented the reading of much of the PDB file. The outlying group at about (40, 80) on the median GDT TS plot is target T0474 where much of the target is disordered. Predictions for T0474 were inconsistent for the disordered regions, resulting in a low predicted GDT TS using the consensus-based measures. The outlying group at about (60, 40) on the median GDT TS plot is composed of targets T0457 and T0501; both are two-domain targets with fairly consistent predictions. The predictions are accurate for each domain, but the domain packing is incorrect, resulting in a low GDT TS score for the targets as a whole. , and 30 place half of the weight on the top 50%, 23%, 14%, 5%, and 2.3% of models. The target correlation plot shows the average τ α values over all targets, with correlation computed separately for each target. The global correlation plot shows the τ α values computed from combining all predictions into a single set. Adding Undertaker cost function terms to the consensus median GDT TS method improved the ranking of models within a target, particularly when concentrating on the top-scoring models. Median GDT TS alone is a better predictor of raw GDT TS value, especially for picking out the easy targets, but does not do as well at ranking models for a given target. Furthermore, the alignment based constraints do better globally than the Undertaker cost functions (which include the alignment based constraints) for ranking the most accurate models; thus, the quality of these models can be better judged by consistency with alignments alone. "Alignment Constraints" is MQAO, "Undertaker" is MQAU, "Undertaker+Consensus" is MQAC, and "Median GDT TS" is the pure consensus term, which we did not submit to CASP8. 
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Zhang−Server_TS1 Better T0462 Figure 3 : Undertaker (MQAU) and Undertaker+Consensus (MQAC) functions as metaservers compared to the best single server in the pool. The median observed GDT TS score of all server models is used as a proxy for target difficulty. The Zhang server seems to do better against the Undertaker cost functions alone, but the consensus measure fares better. Neither difference is statistically significant. T0514 was a target where the Zhang server prediction, uncharacteristically, was not among the top models. T0462 is a target where only a minority of the servers, including the Zhang server, had relatively good predictions, and the consensus score was less informative.
